
Convincing win to sign off Season 2016 with [posted 27/08/16] 
Abhi' was front-and-central as his 'Holmboys ran out ten-wicket winners today in their final 
league match of the season down at Marress.  And not only was it the side's final league 
match, but also Abhi's last as skipper and Poloc player.  Before some thoughts on the game 
then, a big "Thank you" to Abhi' who has led the side over the last couple of seasons with 
near unprecedented success.  Today's win sees the side finish the season in runner-up spot 
in the division, having lost just twice.  Abhi' himself has lef from the front, taking 32 league 
wickets.  And three of these were today, as he, Noaman and Ahmed-Raza each took "3-fors" 
as Marress were skittled out for just 72.  
  
The run-chase proved straight-forward too as CJ (33*) and Sobo (33*) dealt with the 
business for their side and the ten-wicket win was secured in just nine overs.  
  
Batting collapse brings its due reward [posted 06/08/16] 
The 'Holmboys travelled to the north side today to take on Partick at Hamilton Crescent.  
After losing the toss, Abhi' and his side found themselves batting first, and unfortunately the 
wickets started falling at worryingly regular intervals once the second one fell.  25 had been a 
decent-enough start, Abdullah (4) the batter out.  However when Sobo (14) was then second 
out with the score on 25, this triggered the carnage that would see the side skittled out for 
just 84.  Only Dr Uzzi with 27 managed to get to 20, with Wajid bunting two 6s and a 4 
batting at ten to add a smidgeon of respectability to the eventual total.  No fewer than six 
batters were dismissed caught, which tells us something and suggests another: (i) the ball 
was hit in the air, and (ii) there was a carelessness to shot selection.  For Partick, Cox's "3-
for" was the standout bowling return.  
  
In the second innings such as it was, Abhi' did what he could by taking four wickets in his 
ten-over spell, returning figures of 10-2-27-4.  However there was little support at the other 
end, or at least little wicket-taking support.  In fact the only other wicket to fall was taken by 
Ahmed-Raza who bowled reasonably well, taking 1 for 14 in six overs.  However after a rain 
interruption gripping the ball wasn't easy for the slow bowlers.  But in truth, of course, the 
problem wasn't the bowling, it had been that batting collpase.  Mention of Ahmed-Raza likely 
merits comment of his catch at square leg off Abhi's bowling - top drawer. 
  
In the end Partick strolled home with over eighteen overs unused, recording a five-wicket 
win. 
 
Big win in Newlands [posted 30/07/16] 
The 'Holmboys recorded a big win this afternoon in the southside derby with Albert Park over 
in Newlands.  Batting first the 'Holboys' top order did their jobs, posting 254 for 4 with big 
runs for Ahmed (64*), Sobo (55), Dr Uzzi (54) and Abdullah (26*).  Sobo's half century was 
his first in senior cricket, so congratulations to him.  After CJ had departed early for 9, Sobo 
added 106 with Dr Uzzi for the second wicket to settle any nerves.  Thereafter, bar the hiccup 
of The Professor's 5, all the rest of the top order were in the runs as over 250 was posted.  
Ahmed's unbeaten 64 was particularly brutal, including five 4s and a maximum as he and 
Abdullah piled on late over runs.  
  
In the run chase it's safe to say that Albert Park never really threatened, losing both early 
wickets, and seeing batters go regularly.  Only Hussain, with 55, offered any resistance, the 
opener all but batting through his side's inninga.  Wajid (2), Abhi' (1) and Roberto (2) did the 
early damage with the ball, Albert Park being reduced to 31 for 5 within no time.  47 were 
then added for the sixth wicket, but once it fell, the revolving door started going round again, 
and 78 for 6 eventually became 108 all out, Abhi' with the final wicket.  But none of the 
bowlers mentioned thus far took the bowling plaudits, instead they went to Abdullah who 
followed up his cameo 26 not out with a cheeky wee "4-for"!  Well bowled.  So 108 all out, 
and the 'Holmboys win by 146 runs.  
  
Bounce-back win [posted 23/07/16]  



The 'Holmboys bounced-back from defeat at Kingholm last weekend with a 29-run win at 
home against Hughenden.  On a challenging [new] wicket the side batted first but were 
bowled out - in the 45th over - for 132.  This wasn't as low a score as perhaps first it appears 
however given - as throughout this season pretty much - a slow outfield robbed batters of 
runs.  A few batters got starts, but no-one really went to "post a score".  Sobo, Hunnain, The 
Professor and Ahmed all got in to double figures, and Mushy made 30.  However the 
continual losing of wickets - the biggest partnership was just 35 - meant there was never 
really any momentum built up in the innings.  132 all out it was then.  133 to win for 
Hughenden.  
  
As challenging as the first half had been for batting, so in the second.  This added to tight 
bowling meant that the visitors' run-rate climbed right from the start of their reply.  And with 
Ahmed-Raza (11-5-19-3) and Mushy (15-3-27-1) operating beautifully together in the middle 
overs, the required rate just kept going up.  And as the rate rose, so the wickets started to 
fall.  62 for 1 became 103 for 9 come the end of Hughenden's 50th over, and a 29-run win 
had been secured.  Mention in despatches too for Hasan's "3-for", getting rid of opener 
Debell, before taking two late scalps.  
  
Good to get back to winning ways, and good - also - in the absence of Abhi' for the side, 
under The Professor's tutelage, to defend such a low score.  Well played.  
  
The 'Holmboys slip to their first defeat of the season [posted 16/07/16] 
The 'Holmboys made the long trip to Dumfries today to take on Kingholm.  With a youthful 
side at his disposal, with many of the senior players "unavailable" for the trip, skipper Abhi' 
very nearly managed to conjure up another win.  But, it wasn't to be.  Reflecting on the 
game, Abhi' writes, "The toss won by the 'Holmboys and the skipper decided to field first.  
Abhi' and Wajid opened with the ball, and bowled well, removing both openers and bowling 
with a good discipline.  Things were looking good after ten overs with Kingholm 20 for 2.  
However then the drops started, as fielders dropped crucial catches.  Hasan and Ahmed-Raza 
were brought in to the attack as first change bowlers, again both claiming a wicket each 
leaving Kingholm 46 for 4, and in some difficulty.  However, the fielding went from bad to 
worse as more lives were given to the Kingholm batters.  Ahmed-Raza continued to bowl well 
and took two more wickets, and with six wickets down it was looking difficult for the home 
side to reach 100,.....that is until numbers seven and eight batsmen stubbornly stayed at the 
crease and denied further quick wickets for the 'Holmboy bowlers.  And so in the end, the 
combination of decent bowling backed up by poor fielding resulted in Kingholm managing to 
post 136 all out.  
  
"The target posted was certainly below par and the skipper's instructions to the batters was 
simple enough: play sensibly.  Sobo and CJ opened the batting, and it was the former who 
was the first to depart after driving straight to the catching cover fielder.  The Professor came 
in at three, but he also struggled with Ur Rehman's away swing and eventually nicked off to 
first slip, driving.  After two early wickets, there was pressure was on CJ and Rambo.  
However, the two juniors batted both aggressively and sensibly, leaving balls outside off-
stump and punishing anything full, or wide.  When both batters looked settled at the crease, 
a full, straight yorker from Ur Rehman was missed by Rambo and rattled in to his pads.  Out 
LBW.  Uwais was the next batter, but he, also, became an LBW victim to Ur Rehman.  
Uwais's departure brought Wajid to the crease who, continuing the trend, was adjudged LBW 
to an Ur Rehman delivery.  Things had now become pretty difficult for CJ at the other end, 
who'd watched five teammates come and go from the non-striker's end.  With Ur Rehman 
nearing the end of his spell, CJ and new partner Hunnain steadied the ship by rotating the 
strike well.  
  
"And so with Ur Rehman was out of the attack, things became easier for the batters with 
Shyam bowling two overs for 19, and being forced back out of the attack.  He was replaced 
by young left-arm bowler White who bowled CJ with the first ball of his two-over spell, in the 
25th over.  This brought drinks and the 'Holmboys still needed 56 more runs.  Hasan and 



Hunnain added 22 runs before both were dismissed in quick succession, meaning 36 more 
runs were still needed and there were now just three wickets in hand.  Cue a batting collapse 
as the lower order of Irfan and Ahmed-Raza were dismissed quickly, and cheaply.  As they 
say, "catches win matches", and the poor fielding in the first innings enabled Kingholm to 
post what turned out to be a defendable total.  Lessons to be learned." 
  
Abhi's "5-for" seals 'Holmboys' win [posted 02/07/16] 
The 'Holmboys returned from Renfrew this evening with their unbeaten league record intact 
after having successfully defended 226 against Deanpark.  Skipper Abhi' has given his 
thoughts on this, the side's latest, win.  Abhi' writes, "It was a delayed start at King George 
V Playing Fields since the square was still quite wet from the rain that had fallen earlier on.  
Then, to everybody's surprise, the rain stopped, followed by little bit of sunshine and.....just 
like that, the covers were off!  Abhi' called it wrong at the toss and the home skipper had no 
hesitation deciding to bowl first, as Abhi' probably would have done too.  CJ and Sobo went 
out to open, and as expected there was a good bounce on offer for the bowlers, the wicket 
having been covered.  
  
"Sobo was the first batter dismissed chipping one to cover, unable to keep it on the ground 
due after being surprised a bit by the bounce.  The Professor was in at three, and, with CJ, 
batted well to put some quick know runs on the 'board.  However steep bounce saw to 
Usman too, as edged a delivery to the first slip, bringing Dr Uzzi in to join CJ.  These two 
forged another decent partnership, keeping the scoreboard ticking over in a tricky 
conditions.  But then Dr. Uzzi was trapped LBW, and both Uwais and Amaan were dismissed 
in quick succession!  CJ though was unperturbed, and notched up yet another excellent half 
century as the batters at the other end struggled. 
  
"Once Majeed and his opening bowler partner had bowled their full quota of ten overs, CJ 
and latest partner Noaman started to score freely and accelerated the run-rate.  Noaman was 
the next batsman out, off Deanpark skipper Khasiya's bowling.  Enter Wajid, the next batter 
to the middle, who batted aggressively and punished any bad balls.  But his partnership with 
CJ would be ended when, after a patient and resilient innings, the latter was dismissed.  
Wajid's hard-hitting saw him score a quick 46, and this was followed by Ahmed's 42 not out, 
Ahmed and Hunain having another good partnership that helped the side eventually post 
226. 
  
"With bad weather around, the post-tea plan was to get through overs quickly, and with a 
good discipline, in case a result came down to D/L.  Abhi' and Wajid opened the bowling and 
used the seamer-friendly surface to their advantage.  Good pressure from the opening 
'Holmboy bowlers saw the opening Deanpark batters risk a single when it maybe wasn't 
them, costing them a run out by CJ.  Abhi' then got the second wicket, the batter nicking off 
to Usman behind the stumps.  And not to be outdone, Wajid was also soon rewarded, his first 
wicket coming courtesy of a catch by CJ who was having a really good all-round game.  Abhi' 
and Wajid continued to bowl and wickets kept falling.  The discipline was impressive too: no 
wides or extras were gifted.  Wajid finished his spell with a couple of wickets, while Abhi' left 
the home side reeling after taking his third "5-for" of the season!    Deanpark never really 
recovered from this early barrage, and were eventually bowled out for 68, meaning 
Shawholm stay unbeaten in the league." 
  
The 'Holmboys sneak home by D/L [posted 25/06/16] 
The second innings of this one lasted 21 overs.  Nope, Marress, the visitors, weren't skittled 
out chasing the 'Holmboys' 267 for 6, rather it rained!  But luckily Marress were six down, 
and anything over twenty overs sees a "game" recorded, resulting in a win for the 
'Holmboys!  How very nice.  Looking back on the match, skipper Abhi' writes: "Marress won 
the toss and decided to field first. When I proposed to use profile guideline for leg side wides, 
their skipper dismissed it and opted for anything down leg wide. I thought they must have 
very disciplined bowlers. Unfortunately this wasn't the case, and Shawholm got off to a flying 
start with the help of plenty of extras on offer including wides - both offside and leg side.  It 



was 36 after four overs when Sobo got run out, which saw CJ and Usman brought together, 
and they continued to exploit Irvine's bowling attack.  CJ was the next to depart in the 
twelfth over, bowled by the visiting skipper.  Amaan was Usman's new partner in the middle, 
and the two put on 133 runs in partnership before Usman departed having reached 92, trying 
to pull Ingram over square leg. 
  
"Uwais was the next batter in, but not long afterwards Amaan was dismissed for a well-made 
64.  Wickets then fell in quick intervals before rain interrupted the first innings after 38 overs, 
with the score on 267 for 6.  This was the end of first inning and second innings target was 
adjusted for the visitors as they ended up only having 35 overs to bat.   Abhi' and Wajid 
opened the bowling for the 'Holmboys abd both got a wicket in their opening spells.  Twelve 
overs in and it was all change: Haseeb and Hunain were into the attack to get through the 
overs quickly as the clouds loomed over Shawholm.  Haseeb bowled well, and picked up a "3-
for" in his short spell, whilst Hunain bowled with a good discipline from the other end.  But 
the rain did come,.....and it did stop the game.....again.  Luckily however it was after the 
important twenty-over milestone had been reached to see the 'Holmboys pick up the win 
under D/L." 
  
A good win then, in tricky conditions.  And thanks to Marress for their willingness to "get a 
game in".  Not every team might've been so accommodating! 
  
The Professor tons up as the 'Holmboys stay unbeaten [posted 18/06/16] 
Skipper Abhi' is our guest match reporter on today's win over Williamfield that included a 
maiden century for Usman Amin.  Abhi' writes, "Williamfield won the toss and decided to bat 
first.  They could only field ten players for today's game that was played on the smaller oval - 
rather than the main ground - with a quick outfield, and so it was always going to be a 
high'ish scoring game.  The first innings started with the opening bowlers bowling well in the 
overcast condition.  But once the sun came out, and on a good batting wicket, it became 
easier for bat. A good partnership between Geddes and Wilkinson took the hosts past 200 
despite Mushy and Noaman bowling with good discipline in the middle overs.  Probably the 
fielding could have been better but with more than half the side fasting, it was always going 
to be a hard stint - maybe in hindsight Williamfield could have been restricted them to 
between 170 and 180.  
  
With The Professor reticent to open [Ed: he must've known something!], Sobo opened with 
Hunnain who volunteered to go up top with him.  Against a home bowling attack that wasn't 
particularly threatening the side still managed to lose three early wickets until The Professor, 
batting at three, and Abdullah, at five, forged a solid partnership that lasted until after the 
drinks break when Abdullah departed for an important 24.  This brought Noamy in and he 
and The Professor finished the job, Usman finishing unbeaten on 114."  
  
Great stuff, and well done to Usman on a maiden century for the club.  Not just impressive, 
but important in the context of the game, and ending up unbeaten to see the side across the 
finish line. 
  
Match abandoned! [posted 11/06/16] 
The 'Holmboys suffered the frustration of their match today against Anniesland being 
abandoned, early evening - and persistent - rain driving the players from the ground, never 
to return.  The state of the game at that juncture saw Anniesland on 64 for 1 chasing 159 to 
win, the 'Holmboys having been bowled out for 158 in the 40th over.  The Professor had top-
scored with 47, the side's eventual total also being boosted by a cameo 26 not out by Hasan 
batting at nine.  The other batters reaching double figures were also in the top order as Sobo 
scored 20, opening, and Mushy made 16 at four.  
  
The solitary Anniesland wicket taken saw Abhi' bowl opener Khan for 7.  Then it rained.  
  
The 'Holmboys come out on top in tough tussle with Partick [posted 04/06/16] 



It was always going to be a tough match this one: Partick came to Shawholm today as the 
standout side in the division, a team filled with experience and proven performers.  And so 
for the 'Holmboys it'd be a test as to just where they were in comparison.  Batting first, the 
'Holmboys raced out of the traps, or at least CJ did.  Though he lost opening partner Sobo 
early on, and then saw Dr Uzzi (5) and The Professor (8) come-and-go too, he found decent 
support from Stouty who was in at five.  These two between them would provide more than 
half the side's eventual 189 runs.  With Partick likely kicking themselves for gifting the 
'Holmboys over 50 in extras.  As it was the 189 were actually scored at a good click, the side 
being dismissed inside 35 overs.  CJ's knock featured no fewer than ten 4s and two 6s, as he 
alone seemed to have the uppoer hand over the visiting bowlers.  For Partick, with the ball, 
there was a "4-for" for Dhillon, with all of the five bowlers used picking up at least one 
Shawholm scalp.  190 to win then. 
  
To win this one - to defend 189 - on a beautiful day with a good wicket and quick outfield, 
the 'Holmboys would need to bowl and field to their best.  Things started quietly enough in 
the Partick run-chase, with cagey opening exchanges.  The first wicket did fall early on when 
Abhi' bowled Deshmukh, but after that Macaulay and Craig Brown steadied the Partick ship, 
and put on 32 together.  They were only separated when Abhi' brought Mushy in to the 
attack,.....with immediate reward.  Mushy got in amongst the wickets ball #1, and - frankly - 
then never looked back.  43 for 1 suddenly it seemed became 91 for 7 as Mushy literally tore 
through the Partick batting line up.  And by the time he'd bowled his entire fifteen-over 
allocation he had a "6-for"!  He'd bowled three of the six, trapped another LBW, executed a 
nice caught and bowled, and seen Dr Uzzi hang on to a sharp chance to make up the six.  
And Dr Uzzi's wasn't the only good grab of the afternoon, as CJ took a top one-handed grab 
at mid-on to dismiss Sandhu off Noamy's bowling and Uwais took a good cover catch - again 
off Noamy - to see the back of Simon Brown.  So, from 43 for 1 it was "suddenly" 91 for 7.  
Then a bit of a lull as Partick's tail dug in.  The 100 came up without any more wickets falling, 
but then, with the score on 115, two more quick wickets, Dhillon and Cox both gone.  115 for 
9 and still 75 needed.  Surely in the bag for the 'Holmboys?  Eh,.....no.  The Partick last pair 
had other ideas and took the score past 120,.....then 130,.....then 140,.....and 150!  Only 30 
needed now.  And with Mushy bowled out the hero would have to be someone else.  Step 
forward Wajid.  When he bowled namesake Blaal - for 28 - the sense of relief was palpable.  
157 all out, and a win by 32 runs that - when type just there - sounds so much more 
straight-forward than in fact was the case.  A tight game, and good to come out on top.  
  
Straight-forward win over Albert Park [posted 28/05/16] 
The Shawholm side was back in action after a relatively long lay off because of poor weather 
and Kingholm's concession.  But their enforced absence from the cricket field didn't seem to 
have had any adverse effects as they romped to a six-wicket win over visitors Albert Part in a 
southside derby.  Perhaps surprisingly after winning the toss, visiting skipper, Gibson, elected 
to bat first, and one ball in to his side's innings he was maybe regretting his decision.  Zafar 
bowled by Abhi'.  And Abhi' was just starting.  Before you could say, "Maybe should've 
bowled first", Albert Park were 7 for 3, and Abhi' had then all. And things got little better 
from this juncture for the Newlands side, 21 for 5 coming along all-too quickly - all five (!) to 
Abhi'.  Presumably content with his afternoon's work, the skipper then introduced spin in to 
the attack, and this immediately brought further reward as Mushy took a wicket in his first 
over.  29 for 6.  And not content with one, the 'Holmboy leggie ripped through the Albert 
Park tail in double-quick time, and had Duffy not been run out by the combined efforts of 
Sobo and The Professor, Mushy might've had a "5-for" too.  As it was he'd to settle for the 
remarkable figures of 4.4-1-14-4, his return just pipped by Abhi's 6-1-13-5.  48 all out, 49 to 
win. 
  
But if the 'Holmboys thought getting 49 would be straight-forward, at 15 for 3 - with Amaan, 
Uwais and Sobo all out, it didn't look like it was going to be!  But Noaman (12*) and The 
Professor (13) steadied the ship and, though Usman would be dismissed, Mushy (11*) and 
Noaman took their side past the winning post to secure a six-wicket win.  A good win 



therefore, and the side remains unbeaten.  Next up are West of Scotland's Partick XI, an 
altogether much sterner challenge for the 'Holmboys. 
  
A win, at the double! [posted 07/05/16] 
Without in any way trying to be condescending to the 'Holmboys' hosts, it might take as long 
to scribble this match report as it did for the 'Holmboys to record the win against Glenpark 
today, down in Greenock.  Batting first, a young Glenpark side struggled from very nearly the 
start of their innings, as Abhi' led from the front and took early wickets.  He was assisted by a 
typically frugal display from the Robster bowling at the other end, The Enforcer's four-over 
spell costing just 4 runs.  Muhammad Adnan then turned his arm over just as effectively, his 
foyur overs costing just 9.  Meanwhile Abhi' was running in at the other end unchanged, and 
was continuing to take wickets: five of them all told!  Well bowled sir!  His final figures were 
6-2-22-5, the rest of the Glenpark wickets being snapped up by Mushy who returned the 
remarkable figures of 4 for 5.  45 all out was all Glenpark mustered, with only Sing getting in 
to double figures, and four home batters failing to trouble the scorers.  46 to win. 
  
And the win was duly recorded as Uzzi and Sobo raced to 46 in just five overs, Uzzi top-
scoring with 19*, and Sobo scoring 14*.  There's not really much else to say about this one 
save that the side were able to get back to Shawholm in time for tea there!  Bonus! Next 
week sees the 'Holmboys at home, Kingholm the opposition.  
  
Solid day one win [posted 30/04/16] 
Skipper Abhi' led his side to a soliday matchday one win today, with a 79-run defeat of 
Deanpark.  Batting first there were good contributions from Wajid (36), Dr Uzzi (32), Nomi 
(22) and Crazy Horse (22*) as 208 for 7 was posted.  This was a challenging target on a 
chilly day, and would need the visitors to bat really well to secure the win.  In fact all the 
batters who got to the middle would reach double figures, aside the Professor, as a genuine 
team effort was put in to post the 200+ total.  Wajid's top-scoring 36 also featured three 
maximums as he made an impression on his club debut.  The other main feature of the 
innings were a whopping 56 in extras, including 48 in wides.  
  
After tea it was Deanpark's turn, but their innings never really gained any traction, thanks - 
that is - to Abhi' and Roberto getting in amongst the wickets early on.  15 for 3 was the 
damage as Abhi' (one) and Roberto (two) claimed scalps.  The Majeed brothers at the top of 
the order were two of their victims, Khan, batting at four, the other.  However young 
Muhaymen Majeed, who'd opened, wouldn't be removed and, to his credit, he'd bat the 
entire 50 overs for an unbeaten 30.  Around him though there would be little support, as the 
'Holmboy bowlers tied them down, whilst picking up regular-enough wickets.  Crazy Horse 
returned impressive figures - 10-5-12-0 - despite going wicketless.  Roberto's 2 for 11 are 
also worthy of mention, following on from his impressive pre-season bowling returns.  And in 
this vein, Hunnain also impressed with figures of 9-4-18-2.  As it was though the stubborn 
defence of Majeed and the Deanpark lower order meant that the visitors would bat their full 
allocation of overs, finishing 129 for 7.  A 79-run win as noted.  
  
A good start then, on a chilly day.  Next up are Glenpark, down in Greenock.  
  
Comprehensive win at Prestwick [posted 23/04/16] 
The Shawholm boys had some tasty tussles with their counterparts from Prestwick last 
season, and so the chance to get one over on the side from Ayrshire in pre-season was 
alluring.  And so it was that a St. Ninian's XI welcome the 'Holmboys to the Henry Thow Oval 
today, for a 40-overs-a-side clash.  
  
Batting first the 'Holmboys got off to a quick start with CJ and Sobo putting on 50 for the first 
wicket.  The latter was the first casualty, leaving CJ with Dr Uzzi for company.  Both CJ (57) 
and Uzzi (36) would make valuable contributions to the eventual 193 posted, with Uwais - on 
debut - contributing 40 at six.  The 193 posted saw everyone with their pads on at some 



stage, the side being dismissed with just an over unused.  For the home side McGuiness's 3 
for 42 was the best return, with Thayne grabbing a brace.  
  
In their reply the St. Ninian's top order collapsed, with the scoreboard showing 12 for 4 early 
on.  Abhi' and The Enforcer had opened up for the 'Holmboys and had each got in on the 
wickets.  Rob' would finish with a "4-for" as he took wickets throughout the St. Ninian's 
order, including last out Snaddon to secure the win.  89 all out was the final score, with only 
the experienced Stafford making a meaningful contribution, with 43 batting at four, and 
holding things together.  Aside Rob's "4-for" there was a wicket a-piece for each of Abhi', 
Noaman and Ahmed-Raza, with three run outs to complete the dismissals list.  
  
A good - and comprehensive - win then, and encouraging debuts in a winning cause for 
Uwais, Hasan Rafiq and Hunnain Sohail.  Encouraging for a new season ahead. 
 


